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NEW RAES CEO APPOINTED

FROM THE PRESIDENT

THE BOARD of Trustees of the Royal Aeronautical Society has
selected Sir Brian Burridge CBE FRAeS to be the new Chief
Executive for the organisation.
Most recently an independent consultant, until 2016, Sir
Brian spent 10 years with Leonardo, a top-ten global high-tech
manufacturer in the aerospace, defence and technology sectors,
rising to the position of Senior Vice President. During that
time, he chaired two of the Group’s businesses and held board
positions in the trade association, ADS, and the Defence Growth
Partnership where he also chaired its innovation hub.
Earlier, Sir Brian spent a full career as a pilot in the Royal
Air Force (RAF) holding a front line command at every level
in the Service, including the national joint command in the
2003 Iraq war. He also spent a number of years in the UK
Ministry of Defence in policy posts and left the RAF in 2006 as
Commander-in-Chief Strike Command.

IT HAS been a busy few months for the
Australian Division with a number of high profile
activities happening around the country.
I was very pleased to attend the Division’s
first Aviation Safety (The Big Issues) workshop
at the Four Seasons Hotel in Sydney in June. The event was
a great success, in particular because of the calibre of the
industry representatives in the room and in no small part
thanks to the excellent organisation of David Forsyth, Andrew
Drysdale, John Vincent, Geoff Sartori and of course our very
own General Manager Doug Nancarrow and the rest of their
team. The consensus of all of those that I spoke to, including
many of the leaders from CASA, ATSB, AirServices and Virgin
was that it was an extremely worthwhile exercise and they
were keen to see it become an annual event. This event was
an excellent example of how the Division has been moving to
become a more dynamic and outward looking organisation
that serves its members and the aerospace community by
engaging directly with industry to act as an independent
facilitator for critical discussions.
The branches have been busy with their annual headline
events and I have been fortunate to make it along to a number
of them. Each of these events has presented me with an
excellent opportunity to engage with senior representatives
from our Corporate Sponsors as well as the leaders and
members of the local Branches. I hope to make it out to the
branches that I missed over the next six months.
As one of the leading sponsors of the Australian Youth
Aerospace Association’s (AYAA) recent Aerospace Futures
Conference in Canberra I was pleased to be given the
opportunity to promote the work of the Society, and in
particular our Australian Division, in front of the packed
audience. It was an excellently managed conference that
showcased the national and international aerospace
industries to university students and young professionals and
we had good representation from a number of our Division
members on the ground. Our RAeS stand was swamped with
students signing up while the Rocket Lab stand next to us was
relatively quiet by comparison. The RAeS will benefit hugely
from our growing involvement with the AYAA and the Division
is currently working with the AYAA leadership to ensure this
happens in a mutually beneficial and sustainable way.
The Division is currently negotiating with a new Corporate
Partner to provide significant support for an expanded Cool
Aeronautics STEM outreach program for schools that can
become truly nationwide. This is very exciting and we hope to
be in a position to announce something in the near future with
an official launch in the new year.

MENTORING SCHOLARSHIP WINNER

THE 2018 Royal Aeronautical Society Australian Division
scholarship has been awarded to Qantas’ Ground Services
Manager at Perth Airport, Pauline Fitzgerald.
The RAeS Australian Division sees its partnership with TIME
as an opportunity to extend to the Aviation industry what is an
extraordinarily successful mentoring program for the travel,
tourism and hospitality industries. It adds considerable value
to the relationship between the Division and its corporate
partners, given that the RAeS scholarship is offered only to
employees of those partners.
In her role as Ground Services Manager, Pauline is responsible for
the management of more than 350 employees providing services
22 hours a day, seven days a week. Pauline’s mentor for the sixmonth program is Perth Branch chairman Geoff Wilkinson MRAeS.

Prof Andrew Neely FRAeS
President, Australian Division RAeS
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THE VALUE OF NETWORKING EVENTS

EARLIER THIS year the Sydney Branch held
an inaugural Fellows networking event at
which the Branch Chair David Cox FRAeS
made the following apposite comments:
Why has the Sydney branch has
organised this event? The reason starts
with the purpose of the Society. We
will be handling out certificates for our
new fellows and on those certificates is
recorded the purpose of the Society:
“... The general advancement of
aeronautical art, science and engineering
and more particularly for promoting that
species of knowledge which distinguishes
the profession of Aeronautics” (and I
should add Aerospace).
But how do we do that?
The simplest answer is that is people.
Networks of people. Students of economic
history will know that the diffusion of
technology and the development of new
ideas is built on networks of people.
Those of you familiar with the history of
the Industrial Revolution will know of the
impact of the Lunar Society. This brought
together people like Watt and Wedgwood.
They gathered to share knowledge and
resources and develop new ideas. The
Royal Society upon which our society is
modelled fulfilled a similar function. So
the first purpose for tonight is to create an
opportunity for us to build a network, to
share ideas and knowledge.
We stand on the edge of what will
undoubtedly be recorded as one of the
major revolutions in aerospace. This is the
revolution of electric power, autonomous
vehicles, air taxis, space, and hyper-

efficiency. There has never been a better
time to get involved.
You are Fellows of the Society. This marks
you out as special. Being a Fellow is a badge
that says to everyone around you that this is
someone who has particular knowledge and
experience of value to the profession. So of
course one of the most valuable networks
we could build is around our Fellows.
On one level, knowledge and passion
provides the framework for a network to
pursue the development of aviation and
aerospace in this city. At another level
that passion and experience is critical to
inspire the next generation. So another
reason for building a network of fellows
is to provide a resource which we can
call upon for student networking events
and other activities that will bring the
next generation of pilots, engineers and
technicians into our industry.
Through the year we hold regular
events with students. I’m hoping in the
future that we can reach out to each of
you to participate. The students’ needs
are very simple. They just want to hear
from someone in the industry, share your
experience and be inspired. Every one
of you has done things that these young
people only dream about.
One final duty for us all is to continue to
build our network of Fellows by identifying
individuals with the right experience
and skills. As we do that we need to
pay particular attention to building the
diversity and equity of our group; people
from all backgrounds, both genders and all
sectors of the industry.

THE RAeS Australian Division’s Aviation
Safety 2018: The Big Issues attracted
more than 100 industry luminaries on 27
June at the Four Seasons Hotel in Sydney.
The Forum, which focused on just
three major areas of concern in the
safety arena, was subsequently hailed
as a major success, with many of the
delegates, including Virgin Australia CEO
John Borghetti, calling for the event to be
held on an ongoing annual basis.
The three topics addressed on the day
in two-hours sessions were Training &
Standards, Drones and Security.
The Forum was followed by a dinner
which featured guest speaker the Hon John
Sharp and the presentation of Fellowship
certificates to several people including
CASA Director of Safety Shane Carmody.
This forum was designed to not be
just another talkfest conference, but to
provoke and facilitate genuine debate
on the issues in focus and to generate
outcomes which could contribute
constructively to issue resolution and
policy decision making by Government.
For this reason, the forum was primarily
by invitation only and observed Chatham
House Rules, with no media presence.
At the conclusion of the event a
summation was forwarded to the Minister
responsible for Aviation and other
government departments. The summation
represented the RAeS Australian
Division’s perception of key points of
interest from the forum discussion and
debate which might assist government in
determination of future policy.
The full text of the letter to the Minister is
available on the Australian Division website.
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WINGS AWARDS WINNERS 2018
THE JUDGES have announced the 2018
in the General Aviation WINGS awards:
• Col Pay Award for a Lifetime
Contribution to General Aviation:
Ray Cronin Kestrel Aviation Mangalore
airport Victoria
• Flying Instructor of the Year:
Lyn Gray Cowra NSW
• Aero Club of the Year:

North Queensland Aero Club
• Flying Training Organisation of the Year:
Moorabbin Flying Services (Second
time winner!)
The Awards are conducted by the RAeS
Australian Division in partnership with
Australian Flying magazine, to foster
excellence in the GA sector in Australia.

PERTH BRANCH NETWORKING EVENT

THE 30TH August this year saw the
Perth branch hold its inaugural Industry
Networking Night. Hosted at the stylish
and well known Rambla on Swan in
South Perth, the Sundowner event
attracted 38 attendees.
The Perth branch Chairman, Geoff
Wilkinson, welcomed everyone before
the Divisional Honorary Secretary, Robin
Stanier addressed the forum with an

appraisal of the work that the Royal
Aeronautical Society carries out.
The Perth branch has recently secured the
support of Perth International Airport as its
most recent sponsor. Perth Airport Propriety
Ltd were very willing to assist as they see
the holistic benefits in real terms from these
types of functions. With the success of this
evening, the Perth branch intends to hold its
next such event in early March 2019.

SQNLDR CAMERON (Cam) Robottom
has been awarded the 2017 RAeS
Australian Division Aviation Safety Award
in recognition of his individual effort in
enhancing aviation safety in the ADF.
SQNLDR Robottom demonstrated an
exceptional commitment to enhancing
aviation safety within the Air Warfare
Centre and across RAAF Base
Edinburgh, especially in relation to the
airfield safety management system.
He recognised shortfalls in the
Air Warfare Centre Aviation Safety
Management System and set about
developing goals, a planning process,
requisite documentation, and
performance measures against Defence
Aviation Safety Manual requirements.
His comprehensive review of AWC
ASORs has provided more pertinent
and valuable information and data for
organisational learning of aviation safety
and related systems. This has enhanced
the AWC’s ability to anticipate and
address safety issues before they lead
to a potential incident or accident.

WHAT WE HAVE USED CORPORATE PARTNER FUNDS FOR
THE DIVISION launched a Mentoring
Program for young executives in 2017
and established an Annual Scholarship
which enables no-cost access to the
Program, exclusively to employees of
Corporate Partners.
A graduate from the University of
Queensland was sponsored to represent
Australia at the International Space
Settlement Design Competition Finals at
the Kennedy Space Centre in July 2018.

RMIT’s Hyperloop Project student team
was sponsored towards materials and
processes to create the VicHyper Team
Project Pod which was selected to compete
in the finals of the SpaceX sponsored
‘Hyperloop’ competition in 2017.
The Women in Aviation International,
Australian Chapter has been sponsored to
support its annual conference.
The Australian Division and its Branches
jointly operate and sponsor a series of Awards

recognising excellence in aerospace activities
and high achievers, including university
students, general aviation, defence, industry
executives and lifetime achievement.
The Division supports a range of
aerospace-related youth organisations
through sponsorships and event funding.
The Division has provided deeply
discounted access to business lunches and
other events for students to not only hear from
our eminent presenters but also to network.

NOMINATIONS FOR COUNCIL 2019-2023
NOMINATIONS ARE now called from
members for an election to fill five (5)
vacancies on the Council of the Royal
Aeronautical Society Australian Division.
The vacancies are caused by the retirement
of five Councillors in accordance with the
Constitution and Rules. All retiring Councillors
are eligible to stand for re-election apart from
R Barkla who by virtue of his length of tenure
on Council is not eligible to stand
The Nominee, the Proposer and Seconder
must be financial and an eligible Division
member as defined by the Constitution and
Rules which, since being amended in 2017,
provide for Nominees from all grades of
membership.

The Constitution and Rules require that
membership of the Council includes at
least one Associate (ARAeS) and at least
one Associate Member (AMRAeS).  
Nominations should be submitted on
the form below to the Hon Secretary
Robin Stanier (20 Gouger St, Torrens,
ACT 2607) before 20 December 2018.
It would greatly assist the Hon Sec if
the completed nomination form with
attachments including photo could also
be emailed to the Hon Sec (rstanier@
grapevine.com.au).
Robin Stanier,
Hon Secretary

THOSE CONTINUING ON
COUNCIL FOR 2019-2021 ARE:
• M Skidmore FRAeS (President)
• A Neely FRAeS (Past President)
• D Adkins MRAeS
• R Crowe FRAeS
• I Kearsley AMRAeS
• M Staib FRAeS
• C Bil MRAeS
• J. King FRAeS (Hon Treasurer)
subject to re-appointment by
Council in July
• R. Stanier FRAeS (Hon
Secretary) subject to reappointment by Council in July

NOMINATION FOR ELECTION TO THE RAES AUSTRALIAN DIVISION COUNCIL FOR 2019-2023
I hereby nominate...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Grade......................................................... Membership Number....................................... .as a candidate for the Council of the RAeS Australian Division.
Proposer’s Name:............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Grade:................................................................................................. Membership number:............................. Signed: .............................................................
Date: ............ /............ /2018
I second the nomination
Seconder’s Name: ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Grade:................................................................................................. Membership number:............................. Signed: .............................................................
Date: ............ /............ /2018
I hereby accept the nomination and agree to serve on the Council if elected. If elected I hereby agree to sign a declaration stating that:
• I am not disqualified from managing a corporation, within the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001(Cth).
• I have not been disqualified by the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commissioner at any time during the previous year from being a
responsible person (what the ACNC Act calls a responsible entity) of a
registered charity.
If elected I will sign a RAeS Australian Division Governance Undertaking,
Will the nominee please supply attached to the
and Confidentiality and Privacy Undertaking.
Nomination Form the following details for the
information sheet to accompany the Ballot Paper:
Full name with head and shoulders photograph, degrees
Nominee’s Name: .................................................................................................
and awards. Provide short biographical details including
association with the Society/Division/Branch and a
Grade: ....................................................................................................................
statement on how the Nominee plans to serve members’
interests (limited to 200 words).
Membership Number: ..........................................................................................
Nominations should be submitted on the form to the Hon
Secretary Robin Stanier (20 Gouger St, Torrens, ACT 2607)
Signed: ..................................................................................................................
before 20 December 2018. It would greatly assist the Hon
Sec if the completed nomination form with attachments
Date: ............ /............ /2018
including photograph could also be emailed to the Hon Sec
(rstanier@grapevine.com.au).

